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Poaching Pictures
Yellowstone, Buffalo, and the Art of Wildlife Conservation

Alan C. Braddock

Frank Jay Haynes, Soldiers with
Buffalo Heads (detail), 1894.
National Park Service, Yellowstone National Park, Museum
Collection

On May 5, 1894, the sporting magazine
Forest and Stream published a lengthy
illustrated article about an incident that
would change the course of environmental policy in the United States by prompting the first serious congressional action
to protect wildlife. The article, written
by journalist Emerson Hough, recounted
a notorious case of illegal poaching at
Yellowstone National Park. Federal authorities had caught a man named Edgar
Howell red-handed in the park earlier
that spring, on March 14, skinning one of
several buffalo—then a critically endangered species—that he had shot illegally
for commercial purposes. Hough’s text
was accompanied by three photographs,
each one captioned “The Butcher’s Work”
and showing dead buffalo littering a
snow-covered ground (figs. 1, 2). Forest
and Stream already had broken the news
of Howell’s crime in a series of brief bulletins published shortly after his arrest
in March, but Hough’s extensive article
of May 5 was the first to contain photographic illustrations. In terms of both
timing and technique, Forest and Stream
here wielded the modern media of journalism with a flair for art.1
Throughout the 1880s defenders of
Yellowstone in Congress and elsewhere
(including journalists at Forest and
Stream) had worked tirelessly to prevent

commercial development of the park
by railroad interests, which had lobbied
strenuously for years to divide and reduce
the federal preserve. After narrowly
defeating a series of “segregation” bills,
the last of which was introduced by prodevelopment Senator Francis E. Warren
of Wyoming in 1892, Yellowstone’s supporters turned their attention to protecting wildlife in the park. During the early
1890s poachers still enjoyed free rein at
Yellowstone, for even when caught—a
rare occurrence—they faced only minor
penalties. The Howell poaching case
offered a perfect opportunity for Congress
to address the problem proactively, which
it did with unusual speed, galvanized
in part by the Forest and Stream media
coverage and culminating with Hough’s
article on May 5, 1894.2
On March 26, less than two weeks
after Howell’s arrest, Congressman
John F. Lacey of Iowa introduced H.R.
6442 “to protect the birds and animals
in Yellowstone National Park and to
punish crime in said park.” Barely more
than a week later, the bill was reported
from the Committee on the Public Lands
with only slight amendment. It passed
the House with no debate on April 6. An
even tougher bill passed the Senate on
April 23, establishing heavy fines and imprisonment for the worst offenders as well
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as providing an annual salary for a park
commissioner. After minor modifications
were made by a conference committee,
the bill was sent to President Grover
Cleveland on May 2 and signed on May
7, just two days after Hough’s article
with photographs appeared in Forest and
Stream. The National Park Protective
Act, also known as the first Lacey Act,
created the first meaningful mechanism
for federal wildlife protection and laid
the foundation for a second Lacey Act
(1900) prohibiting interstate commerce in
poached animals. Amid this historic legislative process, Forest and Stream served
as a political catalyst, using regular news
coverage, editorials, and photography to
frame the Howell poaching case as an
intolerable crime against the American
people and thereby helping to effectuate
a major victory for the nation’s fledgling
conservation movement.3
This essay critically examines the
events in question and their representation in one of the most successful
environmental media campaigns in U.S.
history, led by naturalist and chief editor
of Forest and Stream George Bird Grinnell
(1849–1938). Mobilizing journalism
and photography in tandem with skillful political lobbying, Grinnell rallied
support for the new legislation by portraying Yellowstone’s buffalo as besieged
national icons facing a critical last stand.
Historians, who know this episode well,
consider it a benchmark in environmental
protection and a harbinger of ecological
encounters to come. In a recent biography about Grinnell, Michael Punke, for
example, described “the battle to save
Yellowstone and its buffalo” as “the first
national showdown over the environment.” Another scholar, Chris Magoc,
concluded that “Howell was the classic
villain, and this the perfect moment to
galvanize popular opinion.”4
The episode’s historic significance was
already obvious to protagonists at the
time. In one of his many editorials in
Forest and Stream, Grinnell declared that
38
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1

“The Butcher’s Work.” From
Emerson Hough, “The Account
of Howell’s Capture,” Forest and
Stream, May 5, 1894, 377. Photo,
Special Collections, Lehigh
University Libraries, Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania

2

Emerson Hough, “The Account
of Howell’s Capture,” Forest and
Stream, May 5, 1894, 377. Photo,
Special Collections, Lehigh
University Libraries

“the capture [of Howell] is unquestionably the most important that has ever
been made in the National Park. The occurrence calls public attention again and
most forcibly to the criminal negligence
of which Congress has been guilty for all
these years in failing to provide any form
of government for the Park.” Emerson
Hough, whom Grinnell had sent to
Yellowstone before the crime to gather
general information about the buffalo’s
plight, made an even more impassioned
statement in his article of May 5, 1894:
This is undoubtedly the most dramatic and
sensational, as well as the most notable and
important piece of sporting news which has
come up in recent years. It is news which
will be historic. The Howell buffalo slaughter marks an epoch, the turning point, let us
hope, in the long course of a cruelly wasteful
indifference on the part of the United States
Government in the matter of one of the
most valuable possessions of the American
people.5

3

Frank Jay Haynes, Great Falls
of the Yellowstone, 360 Feet, 1883.
Albumen photographic print.
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
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Despite their familiarity with the verbal
rhetoric and historic significance of this
“notable and important piece of sporting
news,” scholars have paid little attention
to its visual dimension. The only historian
to cite the important role of pictures here
has been Punke, who noted in passing
that “Perhaps the most impactful were
stark photographs snapped by [Frank]
Jay Haynes. For the first time, Americans
could actually see the gory handiwork of
poaching—masses of dead buffalo lying
slain against the deep winter snow.” Punke
attributed the Forest and Stream illustrations of “The Butcher’s Work” to Frank
Jay Haynes (1853–1921), a photographer
from Michigan who had worked in
Minnesota, the Dakota Territory, and on
the West Coast before opening a studio at
Yellowstone in 1884. Best known for his
spectacular views of natural scenery at the
park (fig. 3), Haynes operated a concession as the “official” Yellowstone photographer for more than three decades.6
Punke’s observation rightly acknowledges the power of images in the
Yellowstone poaching case,
but his attribution of “The
Butcher’s Work” to Haynes
is mistaken. The illustrations
in Forest and Stream actually
reproduced photographs that
had been taken in Montana
during the late 1870s by
L. A. [Laton Alton] Huffman
and published in engraved
form in an important 1889
Smithsonian Institution report
by William T. Hornaday,
“The Extermination of the
American Bison” (figs. 4, 5).
In other words, Forest and
Stream recycled—one might
say poached—older images
of dead buffalo and presented
them as evidence of the
federal crime at Yellowstone
in 1894. There is no question
that Howell had committed that crime; sensing an
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L. A. Huffman, After the Buffalo
Run, North Montana, 1879.
Buffalo Bill Historical Center,
Cody, Wyoming, Gift of Thomas
Minckler

5

After L. A. Huffman, “A Dead
Bull” and “Buffalo Skinners
at Work.” From William T.
Hornaday, “The Extermination
of the American Bison, with a
Sketch of Its Discovery and Life
History,” Annual Report of the
Smithsonian Institution for the
Year Ending June 30, 1887, part
2 (Government Printing Office,
1889), pl. IX

6

David D. Smith, “The Last of
the Buffaloes—a Lesson.” From
American Field, November 27,
1886, 508. Photo, Washington
State University Libraries, Manuscripts, Archives & Special Collections, Pullman, Washington

7

Unidentified photographer,
Buffalo bones stacked at the
Michigan Carbon Works, Detroit,
1880s. Burton Historical Collection, Detroit Public Library

opportunity for media notoriety, he
readily confessed to both authorities
and journalists. But the visual art of
wildlife conservation in this landmark
case entailed a certain transgression
as well—in the form of falsified
pictorial evidence—facilitated by
the conduciveness of photographs to
mechanical reproduction. Grinnell
evidently obtained the Huffman photographs from Hornaday, a personal
friend, and made an editorial decision to reprint them. The deception,
never noted before, suggests that
Grinnell believed the ends justified
the means.7
Grinnell’s expedient maneuver
raises difficult questions about journalistic and environmental ethics in
the face of the buffalo’s dire predicament as a species then on the brink
of extinction—questions that seem
to foreshadow those in our own time
regarding media manipulation and
alleged ecoterrorism by activists.
Rather than attempting to resolve
such ethical questions, this essay takes
a more exploratory historical approach
to demonstrate that visual imagery,
far from being transparent or of negligible importance, played a central role
in mediating environmental attitudes
and politics in late-nineteenth-century
America. Critical examination reveals
that an evolving “art” of conservation,
entailing a rapprochement between
traditional aesthetics and modern
media, existed well before Forest
and Stream used photographs to
draw attention to illegal poaching at
Yellowstone. Indeed, Punke’s assertion
about the unprecedented power of
photographs in Hough’s 1894 article
overlooks a much wider visual context
that antedated the Howell case and
primed readers of Forest and Stream to
respond with outrage at the intrusion
of death into the hallowed precinct of
“Wonderland,” as the park was often
called at the time.8
40
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For years leading up to Forest and
Stream’s sensational exposé about poaching at Yellowstone, Americans had seen
images of buffalo slaughtered in various
western settings, thanks to popular
magazines, scientific reports, and fine
art exhibitions. The photographs by
Huffman reproduced in Hornaday’s
41

Smithsonian report and later in Forest and
Stream were just the tip of the iceberg.
For example, David D. Smith’s engraving The Last of the Buffaloes—a Lesson
(fig. 6) appeared in one of a series of
1886 articles on the imminent extinction
of the species in another sporting periodical, American Field. Many additional
contemporary photographs provided vivid
testimony about the monumental—even
industrial—scale of the carnage, in which
mountains of buffalo bones regularly
could be seen in transit to urban fertilizer
factories (fig. 7).9
While the photographs in Forest and
Stream ostensibly revealed the “gory
handiwork of poaching” at Yellowstone
in 1894 for “the first time,” as Punke
says, their national impact depended on
a more extensive and already well-developed visual discourse of buffalo slaughter,
variously moralized as a “lesson” about
evolutionary inevitability or human
profligacy. The preponderance of such
visual information may help explain why
Hough, Grinnell, and their contemporaries did not even bother to comment on
the photographs published in Forest and
Stream. The pictures spoke for themselves
with such seemingly obvious realism and
moral clarity about a familiar issue as
to require no explanation. Never mind
that the buffalo in question were not
those shot by Howell in 1894. Few, if
any, readers of Forest and Stream would
have noticed Grinnell’s poaching of
imagery from a different context, but the
ubiquity of such starkly realistic pictures
at the time made that sort of editorial
fudging practically beside the point. A
tacit acceptance of photographic transparency and ethical urgency also accounts
for the lack of visual analysis in recent
scholarly studies of the Howell case. Then
and now, the Forest and Stream photographs have been taken for granted as
straightforward documents—unmediated
windows onto historical fact and moral
Truth—obviating any need for critical
examination or interpretation.
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Thomas Moran, The Grand
Canyon of the Yellowstone, 1872.
Oil, 84 x 144 ¼ in. Smithsonian
American Art Museum, On loan
from the Department of the
Interior Museum, Washington,
D.C.

Situating these photographs within a
wider web of pertinent visual representations in various media, including popular
illustrations, prints, and oil paintings,
highlights the unspoken power of visual
rhetoric as a significant factor in early
conservation discourse on Yellowstone.
Despite being poached from another
context, “The Butcher’s Work” drew
considerable force from an existing and
growing pool of imagery already known to
many Americans when Grinnell published
it in Forest and Stream. Let us not forget,
after all, the pivotal role played by one
particular picture, Thomas Moran’s colossal The Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone
(fig. 8), in galvanizing congressional
support for founding the first national
42

park in 1872. Purchased by Congress that
year for the then astronomical sum of
$10,000 and circulated by Moran widely
in reproductive chromolithographs, the
painting established Yellowstone’s popular
reputation as a timeless, pristine wilderness untrammeled by contemporary
realities of crime, commercial animal
slaughter, or extinction.10 “The Butcher’s
Work”—with its grim vision of murdered
buffalo apparently blotting the white
purity of Yellowstone’s winter landscape—
thus violated aesthetic assumptions
promoted by Moran and held by many
Americans about the park.11
At Yellowstone in 1894, aesthetic violation took a menacingly modern form:
that of the commercial poacher, flouting
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federal regulations and threatening the
American bison with extinction once and
for all in its only remaining sanctuary—
the nation’s park. Modernity also
encroached on the Wonderland wilderness through the use of photography to
“document” the crime. This included not
just the recycled images of “The Butcher’s
Work,” whose deceptive appropriation
uncannily resonates with the crime of
poaching, but other photographs that
helped construct a kind of criminological
narrative. It was in the latter auxiliary
capacity that photographer Frank Jay
Haynes did indeed participate in the momentous events at Yellowstone in 1894.
The specific character of Howell’s
crime and its exposé broached wider concerns having to do not only with buffalo
extinction or protecting Yellowstone from
commercial exploitation but also with
period perceptions of crime, communications technology, class difference, and the
power of photography itself as a medium
at once instantaneous, authoritative,
and reproductive. Photography neatly
complemented rapid new communication
networks (the telegraph, the telephone,
and the publishing industry) in aiding the
fledgling environmental movement and
its arguments for conservation. Somewhat
ironically, however, photographers at
the time also partook of the violence of
hunting in a metaphorical way by adapting the hunter’s language of “shooting”
for pictorial ends.
In such a context of mechanical
reproduction, electronic communication, and semantic exchange, it comes
as no surprise that an editor-activist like
Grinnell would “poach” pictures about
poaching. The fact that reproduced
photographs could easily circulate in
magazines, dislodging meaning from
their original contexts, tended to erode
authenticity, but it also enabled a new
kind of politics to emerge—in this case
the politics of conservation. In that
respect, the words of German cultural
critic Walter Benjamin ring true in an
43

unanticipated sense: “From a photographic negative, for example, one can
make any number of prints; to ask for the
‘authentic’ print makes no sense. But the
instant the criterion of authenticity ceases
to be applicable to artistic production, the
total function of art is reversed. Instead
of being based on ritual, it begins to be
based on another practice—politics.”12
The photographic images of dead buffalo
produced by L. A. Huffman may not
seem aesthetically attractive to us today,
but in hindsight Grinnell’s strategic reproduction of them assumes an artistic character roughly consistent with Benjamin’s
political “practice,” here deployed in
the name of conservation. On multiple
levels, then, events at Yellowstone and
their photographic mediation in 1894 did
more than touch a nerve in the national
imaginary. Shooting buffalo—with gun
and camera—bespoke the conditions of
modernity.
“The Telephone Carries It”
The dramatic story of Howell’s capture
deserves at least brief summarization,
given the important role modern technology played in its initial dissemination.
The story unfolded as follows. During
the winter of 1893–94, Yellowstone
superintendent Captain George Anderson
suspected that poachers were infiltrating the park from nearby Cooke City,
Montana, the center of a thriving commercial market in buffalo hides and
trophies. (The U.S. military had assumed
authority over Yellowstone in 1886, when
the position of park superintendent was
assigned to a commissioned army officer
in charge of a small troop of soldiers
headquartered at Mammoth Hot Springs.
Their daunting responsibility was to
maintain tourist pathways and police
the vast 2.2-million-acre federal preserve
against Indians and criminals, including
poachers.) From intelligence gathered
in Cooke City, Anderson had known of
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After John Gast, American
Progress, 1872. Chromolithograph. Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C.

Howell’s illegal hunting for some time.
In January and February 1894, a hired
civilian scout named Felix Burgess and
soldiers under Anderson’s command
discovered suspicious tracks in the snow
during backcountry expeditions through
eastern parts of Yellowstone. Suspecting
that Howell had designs on one of
the park’s few remaining buffalo herds
wintering at an area called Pelican Valley,
Anderson sent Burgess and a private
named Troike in search of the poacher
on March 13. Winter travel in the frigid
weather and deep backcountry snow was
slow and treacherous, requiring skis (then
called snowshoes) and tremendous physical fortitude.13
On the second day of their expedition,
shortly after dawn on March 14, Burgess
and Troike discovered six decapitated
buffalo heads in gunnysacks hanging from
a tree (beyond reach of other animals)
and ski tracks that led toward Pelican
Valley. Proceeding in that direction, they
soon found a camp with fresh ski tracks
and suddenly heard six rifle shots in the
44

distance. Climbing a nearby hill, the two
men spied Howell across an open field
of snow, a few hundred yards away. The
poacher had just killed five more buffalo
and was absorbed in the process of skinning one of them, an adult female, after
leaning his rifle against a carcass some
fifteen feet away, while his dog curled up
out of view behind another. Possessing
only a single .38-caliber pistol between
them, Burgess and Troike decided on
a daring course of action. With Troike
waiting behind, under cover in the trees,
the armed scout rushed across the open
field on skis without being noticed,
thanks to a strong headwind concealing
his scent and the sound of his approach.
He then arrested the poacher.
As presented by Hough in the Forest
and Stream article, the thrilling account
of Howell’s capture did not end with the
poacher’s apprehension by Burgess in
the snowy backcountry of Yellowstone.
Equally noteworthy was the story’s
transmission from a remote location
in Yellowstone to the military post
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headquarters at Mammoth Hot Springs
and then back East to Grinnell at Forest
and Stream—all within a matter of hours.
Hough described this telecommunication
relay in a section of his article subtitled
“The Telephone Carries It.” After arresting
the poacher, Burgess and Troike escorted
Howell to the nearby Lake Hotel, one
of a handful of tourist lodges in the park
that were closed for the season but maintained through the winter by skeleton
staff. From the hotel, Burgess telephoned
Captain Anderson at the Mammoth Hot
Springs post headquarters, whence a telegraph was sent to New York for Grinnell,
a friend and political ally of Anderson.
Soon thereafter, Grinnell broke the story
in basic form in Forest and Stream, while
Hough prepared his more detailed version
for publication with photographic illustrations in the magazine.14
The role of modern telecommunication here confirms an insightful observation made recently by literature historian
Richard Menke, who noted, “The electric
telegraph represents a watershed in the
history of communication because it
decisively decoupled data transmission
from transportation, relieving the circulation of messages from the constraints
of physical movement.” Used by the
Yellowstone authorities in behalf of
protecting an endangered species, telecommunications effectively reconfigured
common period assumptions about such
technology as complementing the railroad
and other forces of Manifest Destiny,
which hitherto had done so much to
eradicate the buffalo. One standard pictorial representation of those forces can
be seen in John Gast’s American Progress
(fig. 9), a painting widely reproduced in
popular chromolithographs during the
1870s, showing westward expansion as
an allegory of technological conquest. In
Gast’s celebratory composition, a beautiful white woman flies through the air,
carrying a book of knowledge and stringing telegraph wires across the continent,
accompanied by pioneers and trains.
45

Meanwhile, Native Americans and buffalo
flee into the shadows of a retreating wilderness, off the grid at left. By contrast,
the Howell case put that grid to somewhat different use, as federal authorities
and the media strategically deployed
modern telecommunications to curb the
buffalo’s destruction. This technological
reorientation signaled a broader redefinition of the buffalo and Indian as national
icons allotted to their respective “reservations” within a domesticated frontier.15
Forest and Stream’s exclusive coverage
of the Howell case was further facilitated
by Grinnell’s extraordinary luck, or
strategic foresight, in having already sent
Hough on assignment to Yellowstone
earlier in the winter of 1893–94. The
reporter even happened to be staying at
the Mammoth Hot Springs military post
as Anderson’s guest when Burgess phoned
with the news of Howell’s capture. As
Hough readily acknowledged, Forest and
Stream was “singularly fortunate in every
respect,” not least in its “journalistic good
fortune of having a man right on the
spot—and a most remote and improbable
spot, too.” Despite the treacherous winter
conditions, through which buffalo moved
with fatal awkwardness and “news would
naturally travel slowly,” Hough marveled
at the fact that “we knew of Howell’s
capture, some seventy miles from the
Post, the very day he was caught in the
act of his crime, the news coming by
telephone from the Lake Hotel.”16
Shooting Criminals
If Forest and Stream benefited from
Hough’s fortuitous presence at
Yellowstone, the park authorities took
advantage of the fact that Frank Jay
Haynes resided in the area during the
winter, operating his photography studio
at Mammoth Hot Springs. In 1887
Haynes had snapped the first winter
photographs ever taken at the park
during an expedition there led by Arctic
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10 Frank Jay Haynes, Howell
Escorted by Soldiers on Skis, 1894.
National Park Service, Yellowstone National Park, Museum
Collection
11 Frank Jay Haynes, Howell under
Arrest, 1894 (Howell at far right).
National Park Service, Yellowstone National Park, Museum
Collection

explorer Frederick Schwatka. Although
he did not shoot “The Butcher’s Work,”
Haynes did manage to use his camera to
document the aftermath of the crime.
When he learned of Howell’s capture on
March 14 (probably from either Captain
Anderson or Emerson Hough), Haynes
joined the journalist on a ski trip into
the park that day to meet Burgess and
Troike as they returned to Mammoth Hot
Springs with the arrested poacher. When
the parties met en route, Haynes took
46

photographs of Howell in custody (figs.
10, 11). Later, back at the post, he shot
a grisly photograph of federal soldiers
posing with decapitated heads of buffalo,
including those found at the scene of the
arrest and the others hanging from the
tree near Howell’s camp (see frontispiece).
Even though none of these Haynes photographs was published at the time, they
helped to construct a loose, quasi-official
visual narrative of the crime and its
aftermath—a narrative that remains part
of the National Park Service archives.17
Viewed together, “The Butcher’s
Work” and the images of Howell in
custody invite comparison with other
examples of late-nineteenth-century crime
photography, then a rapidly expanding
genre. Historians of photography have
had much to say about the development of that genre. In a classic essay,
Allan Sekula has discussed the central
role of crime photography within a
nascent “bureaucratic-clerical-statistical
system of ‘intelligence’” in Europe and
America during the 1890s. As a key
example, Sekula cites Alphonse Bertillon,
an internationally influential French
criminologist whose archival system of
collecting photographic and personal data
on known perpetrators was prominently
displayed at the 1893 World’s Columbian
Exposition in Chicago. One part of
Bertillon’s display at the fair illustrated
proper techniques for conducting crime
scene photography, using a camera and
tripod positioned above a supine body
on the ground (fig. 12). Though “The
Butcher’s Work” (see fig. 1) did not
exactly mirror Bertillon’s recommended
technique, Grinnell’s choice of this image
to “represent” the Yellowstone crime
scene reflects a timely period interest in
documenting deceased bodies as evidence.
Having attended the World’s Columbian
Exposition, where he helped to organize
a “Hunter’s Cabin” exhibit to promote
the ethical conservation goals of Forest
and Stream, Grinnell could well have seen
Bertillon’s display.18
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12 Alphonse Bertillon, Service
d’identification de la Préfecture de
police pour l’Exposition universelle
de Chicago (“The Bertillon
System”), 1893, including an
illustration of crime scene photography with camera on tripod
positioned over “dead” body.
National Gallery of Canada,
Ottawa. Photo © National
Gallery of Canada
13 Unidentified photographer, Mug
Shot of Poacher Gibson, 1908.
National Park Service, Yellowstone National Park, Museum
Collection

While Howell was in custody at the
Mammoth Hot Springs army post, his
captors apparently tried to force him to
pose for a mug shot—another Bertillon
innovation that would become routine
practice at Yellowstone during the coming
years, as indicated by numerous examples
in the National Park Service photographic
archives (fig. 13). No mug shot of Howell
survives, but verbal accounts of the attempts to create one provide colorful
insight into the nascent disciplinary
power of photography. According to
Hough, “Howell also said he ‘supposed
them _____ fellers would want to get a
photograph of him in the morning, but
he wasn’t going to let them.” The poacher’s
resistance to those efforts suggests his
awareness that such photography already
carried a criminal stigma in the public
imagination, even in this “most remote
and improbable spot.” Perhaps Howell
knew of an earlier case, in 1891, when
another Yellowstone poacher from Cooke
City named Van Dyck was photographed
without his consent by Captain Anderson’s
scout Edward Wilson just before being
arrested (the image has not been traced).
47

As Anderson recalled in a memoir about
Yellowstone, “Wilson came upon him
[Van Dyck] while sleeping, photographed
him with his own kodak, and then awakened him and brought him to the post.”19
In the 1894 case, Howell was similarly
unable to prevent being photographed,
though he apparently managed to avoid
posing for a mug shot. In another uncanny
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photographic evocation of the crime in
question, Hough succeeded in illicitly
poaching a picture of the poacher, as the
journalist described with ironic humor in
a passage of the May 5, 1894, article in
Forest and Stream:
[In] the morning I got a shot at him without
his consent, while he was stooping over and
fastening his shoes. He tried to spoil the
picture by rising and coming toward me. He
had told me previously that he would not
have any pictures taken and I was sorry to be
so impolite about it. Capt. Scott, who had at
that time gone on down the trail with Lieut.
Forsyth, had said to me that if I preferred it
he would give me the privilege of photographing Howell standing on his head. On the
whole I believe that would have been nicer,
if Howell could have been induced to look
pleasant. The negative is not yet developed,
but my impression is that he wasn’t looking
so very pleasant over the surreptitious forest
and stream shot at him.20
The picture, taken by Hough himself
(perhaps with his own Kodak or with
help from Haynes), does not survive and

was never published in Forest and Stream,
despite the journalist’s intentions. At any
rate, Howell clearly viewed the camera as
a coercive, stigmatizing device of authority, punishment, and documentation.
Although Hough did not succeed in
taking the specific “shot” he desired, the
extant photographs by Haynes contributed to a larger system of intelligence deployed by park authorities to fight crime,
encompassing the telephone, telegraph,
reconnaissance expeditions, and covert
information gathering about the poaching
market at Cooke City. Insofar as Forest
and Stream extended this intelligence
network into the national arena of mass
media publishing in behalf of the emerging conservation movement, it produced
a rather cosmopolitan archive.21
The metaphoric proximity of gun and
camera in Hough’s reference to the “shot
at him” points to a broader perceptual
convergence of photographic and ballistic
shooting at the time, resulting from a
phenomenological overlap of activities
associated with both. The decade of the
1890s proved to be decisive in this regard,
as the period witnessed a rapid migration

14 Lucius Hitchcock, “Hunting
with a Camera—a Snap-shot at a
Moose,” Harper’s Weekly, October
2, 1897, 989. Photo, Special Collections, Lehigh University Libraries, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
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of terminology such as “load,” “point,”
“aim,” “shoot,” “snap-shot,” and the like
from the realm of hunting into that of
photography and back. Many popular
images of time reinforced that semantic
migration. For example, an 1897 illustration in Harper’s Weekly demonstrated
the art of “Hunting with a Camera—a
Snap-shot at a Moose” (fig. 14) as a new
way to create wildlife souvenirs without
killing animals or running afoul of
game laws. The camera, in other words,
increasingly served as a surrogate gun by
channeling and recoding associated impulses to “shoot” and “capture” in virtual,
aesthetic terms. In keeping with such
discourse, Haynes inscribed the following
caption below the photograph he took of
army officers posed with buffalo heads:
“Poachers waiting to be shot. Sic semper.”
The caption seems somewhat confusing,
since the human figures represented
(see frontispiece) were not poachers but
soldiers. Taken as a declarative statement,
however, the phrase reads as a warning
from Yellowstone’s federal authorities to
all poachers, as if to say “Poachers will
always [Latin: sic semper] be shot”—a
menacingly enigmatic reference evoking
gun and camera at once.22
The Boone and Crockett Club
If Forest and Stream served as the leading
media organ in American conservationist efforts to save the buffalo from
extinction at Yellowstone, a genteel
men’s hunting organization called the
Boone and Crockett Club provided the
political muscle behind those efforts.
Through his membership and active role
as secretary-treasurer in this private club
(founded in 1887), Grinnell developed
powerful behind-the-scenes support
for his lobbying campaign in Congress.
The “Hunter’s Cabin” exhibit at the
World’s Columbian Exposition had
resulted from an alliance between the
club and Grinnell’s Forest and Stream.
49

Mirroring the position he held at the
magazine, Grinnell also served on the
club’s Editorial Committee, spearheading
the publication of a series of Boone and
Crockett books promoting conservation,
ethical hunting practices, and respect for
game laws. One such book, published in
1895, included the memoir by Captain
Anderson (another member) about
recent events at Yellowstone as well as a
historical essay about the 1894 National
Park Protective Act, accompanied by a
transcript of the act itself. In the book’s
preface, Grinnell stated, “During the
two years that have elapsed since the
appearance of its last volume, the Boone
and Crockett Club has not been idle.
The activity of its members was largely
instrumental in securing at last the
passage by Congress of an act to protect
the Yellowstone National Park, and to
punish crimes and offenses within its
borders.”23
Grinnell’s friend and collaborator in
editing that Boone and Crockett book
was Theodore Roosevelt, the club’s
president and founder. Roosevelt hosted
the club’s first meeting at his New York
residence in 1887, when he was still
an up-and-coming politician. He had
recently transformed his reputation
from that of weak state assemblyman
to rugged frontiersman, thanks to a
well-publicized two-year stint of outdoor
life at his Elkhorn Ranch in the Dakota
Territory. There, during the mid-1880s,
Roosevelt skillfully forged a new national
image for himself as a “ranchman” and
responsible wild game hunter by playing
the part and by authoring a series of
popular publications about the West. In
1886 he returned to the East and ran
for mayor of New York as “The Cowboy
of the Dakotas.” Though unsuccessful
in that bid, Roosevelt already had laid
the conceptual foundation for his later
persona as U.S. president and national
advocate of the “strenuous life.” The
Boone and Crockett Club, named after
America’s most famous antebellum
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frontiersmen, helped Roosevelt consolidate his manly public visage and political
ambitions, which encompassed vigorous
support for Grinnell’s wildlife conservation campaign at Yellowstone.24
The membership rolls of the Boone
and Crockett Club tell their own story
about the class politics of American
conservation during the late nineteenth century. In addition to listing
Roosevelt as president and Grinnell as
secretary-treasurer—both independently
wealthy New Yorkers—the club’s early
roster constituted a who’s who of prominent (mostly Republican) figures in
Congress, business, society, intelligentsia,
and the military. Among them were such
luminaries as politicians Boies Penrose
and Henry Cabot Lodge, Harvard
historian Francis Parkman, government
geologist Clarence King, writer Owen
Wister, New York lawyers Elihu Root
and Henry L. Stimson, war hero generals
William Tecumseh Sherman and Philip
Sheridan, aristocrats Phillip Schuyler and
Rutherford Stuyvesant, business tycoon
Charles Deering, and architects Frank
Furness and Daniel Burnham. Other
members particularly helpful to Grinnell
were U.S. Army Major Moses Harris,
who, like Captain Anderson, had served
as park superintendent at Yellowstone,
as well as U.S. Senator George Vest of
Missouri, whom Punke describes as
“Grinnell’s closest ally on Capitol Hill.”
Iowa Congressman Lacey, sponsor of
the National Park Protective Act, also
became a member.25
Albert Bierstadt, one of America’s
most eminent artists and an experienced
hunter, belonged to the Boone and
Crockett Club from its inception. Best
known as a creator of grand pictorial
visions based on western travels with
government surveyors and the railroads,
Bierstadt (like his rival, Thomas Moran)
epitomized the second generation of
nineteenth-century American landscape
painters. Steeped in the tradition of
the romantic sublime and indebted to
50

Hudson River School painters such as
Thomas Cole, Bierstadt developed an
even more expansive landscape idiom
befitting the modern era of Manifest
Destiny. When he joined the club in
1887, Bierstadt was a widely respected
leader and elder statesman in his profession, but his career had begun to wane,
along with the fortunes of romantic
landscape painting in general, as art collectors and exhibitors of the Gilded Age
increasingly turned their attention to
impressionism and the aesthetic movement. It was at this moment, in 1888,
that Bierstadt produced his signature late
work, a painting that effectively summarized his career while offering a timely,
if ambiguous, commentary of sorts on
the pressing public issue of the buffalo’s
imminent extinction.26
The Last of the Buffalo
The work in question, a monumental
canvas titled The Last of the Buffalo
(fig. 15), depicts a site at the foot of the
Wind River Mountains in Sweetwater
County, Wyoming Territory—an area
located roughly two hundred miles south
of Yellowstone. In apparent contradiction of the painting’s title and current
realities out West, The Last of the Buffalo
represents a halcyon, premodern past,
when equestrian Native Americans freely
hunted abundant herds using spears,
bows, and arrows. While a sea of bison
stretches toward the picture’s horizon, a
dramatic life-or-death encounter between
one hunter and his prey punctuates the
middle foreground. More Indians on
horseback, wielding bows and arrows,
enter the picture at the distant right,
enhancing the drama. At left, a young
buffalo stands watching as the elder bull
at right, already punctured with arrows,
lunges toward horse and rider in a
desperate effort to survive. Closer to the
viewer in the immediate foreground, on
either side of a deep footpath worn by
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15 Albert Bierstadt, The Last of the
Buffalo, ca. 1888. Oil, 5 ft. 11 in.
x 9 ft. 11 in. Corcoran Gallery of
Art, Washington, D.C., Gift of
Mary Bierstadt

generations of migrating herds, rest the
corpses and bleached bones of numerous
buffalo killed by Native hunters over
time. Such details imply a perennial
cycle of death and renewal, but they also
ominously echo more recent images of
slaughter (see figs. 1 and 4–7), giving
the painting a somewhat ambiguous
sense of timelessness and timeliness. A
large dead bull, front and center, calls
to mind the similarly disposed buffalo
in “The Butcher’s Work,” though the
resemblance can only be considered coincidental given the proliferation of related
images at the time. Indeed, widespread
reproduction and dissemination of such
images had made the motif into a topos
or cliché.27
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According to Bierstadt, the plight
of the buffalo as an endangered species
inspired him to paint The Last of the
Buffalo. As the artist said in a published
interview with the New York World in
1889, “I have endeavored to show the
buffalo in all his aspects and depict
the cruel slaughter of a noble animal
now almost extinct. The buffalo is an
ugly brute to paint, but I consider my
picture one of my very best.” Could
Bierstadt really have believed that Native
Americans were ultimately responsible
for such “cruel slaughter” and imminent
extinction, as his words about the painting imply? As an experienced western
traveler and member of the Boone
and Crockett Club, the artist certainly
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16 After James Henry Moser, “The
Still Hunt,” 1888. From William T.
Hornaday, “The Extermination of
the American Bison,” Annual Report
of the Smithsonian Institution for the
Year Ending June 30, 1887 (Government Printing Office, 1889), pl. xiv
17 After James Henry Moser, “Where
the Millions Have Gone,” 1888.
From William T. Hornaday, “The
Extermination of the American
Bison,” Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for the Year Ending
June 30, 1887 (Government Printing Office, 1889), pl. xix

knew of dire contemporary reports on
the buffalo’s plight around 1889. One
such report was Hornaday’s alarming
Smithsonian study published that year,
reproducing Huffman’s photographs (see
fig. 5) along with two paintings by James
Henry Moser (figs. 16, 17) illustrating
the practice and effects of still-hunting—
a systematic, one-by-one mass-killing
technique used by U.S. soldiers and
commercial hunters to exploit a buffalo
herd’s inability to notice individual
deaths among its members. Whereas
Moser’s pictures vividly reveal the grim
realities of government-endorsed efforts
to eradicate the buffalo and thereby
undermine traditional Plains Indian
52

life, Bierstadt’s painting offers a mythic
vision of western plenitude, in which
only Native Americans appear as killers.
Despite what he told the New York
World, Bierstadt discreetly avoided depicting the most effective contemporary
agents of death.28
Commenting on Bierstadt’s painting, art historian Nancy Anderson has
suggested that its nostalgic evocation of
abundance projected a “bitter irony,”
as if the painter meant to suggest, in a
deliberately critical manner, that the “ ‘last
of the buffalo’ might be those depicted on
his canvas.” Yet such irony seems to have
eluded all contemporaries, including the
artist himself. In a newspaper interview,
Bierstadt could verbally acknowledge the
“cruel slaughter of a noble animal now
almost extinct,” but his aesthetic commitment to the romantic sublime prevented
him from depicting the decisive engine of
modern slaughter or its actual impact on
buffalo and Native Americans. Bierstadt
was neither an ironist nor a realist. Unlike
Moser, an illustrator commissioned by
Hornaday to create documentary pictures
for a scientific audience, Bierstadt catered
to a more conventional taste for grand
illusions.29
Bierstadt’s works also differed from
those by his realist contemporary in the
fine arts, Winslow Homer, who executed
a series of watercolors and oil paintings
at the time pointedly critiquing unethical
hunting practices in the Adirondacks.
Homer’s frank representations of commercial hunters using dogs to exhaust
and drown deer in lakes (fig. 18), so as to
preserve salable trophies intact, complemented another Boone and Crockett
campaign of the 1890s even though
the artist never belonged to the club
(he was a member of the Adirondack
North Woods Club instead). Compared
with Homer’s work, Bierstadt’s The
Last of the Buffalo projects an operatic
sense of tragedy, wherein the buffalo’s
fate—linked to that of the Indian in
an evolutionary drama—comes across
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18 Winslow Homer, Hound and
Hunter, 1892. Oil, 28 1/4 x
48 1/8 in. National Gallery of
Art, Washington, D.C., Gift of
Stephen C. Clark. Photo, courtesy
of the Board of Trustees, National
Gallery of Art

as poignantly inevitable rather than as
the result of crime or ethical failure. So
much seems clear from a contemporary
reviewer named Henry Guy Carleton,
who concluded a long celebratory review
of the painting in 1889 by saying, “A
great tragedy is the subject Mr. Bierstadt
chose, and in breadth and spirit, in color
and exquisite minuteness of detail he has
shown the hand of a master.” No sense of
bitter irony here.30
In discussing Bierstadt’s The Last of the
Buffalo, art historians have focused much
attention on an art-world controversy
following the painting’s submission
to an American committee selecting
works for the United States exhibit
at the 1889 Universal Exposition in
Paris. The painting’s rejection by that
committee—evidently the result of
partisan art politics and shifting aesthetic
tastes—signaled the twilight of both
Bierstadt’s career and American romantic
landscape painting in general. Not unlike
53

the buffalo he had depicted, Bierstadt
refused to go down without a fight. He
managed to exploit a brief scandal surrounding the jury’s decision by making
statements to the press and publishing a
series of commercial photogravure reproductions of the painting to sell to his remaining admirers. The artist also arranged
for an extensive international tour of the
painting, beginning at the Union League
Club of New York in January 1889 and
proceeding to the Paris Salon, followed
by gallery showings in Washington,
D.C., Minneapolis, London, Berlin, and
elsewhere. In other words, despite its
rejection by the exposition committee,
mechanical reproduction helped make
The Last of the Buffalo ubiquitous during
the late 1880s and early 1890s.31
The wide availability of Bierstadt’s
picture, together with the artist’s membership in the Boone and Crockett
Club, probably explains why Grinnell
chose the title “The Last of the Buffalo”
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for his important 1892 essay on the
history of the species, published in
Scribner’s Magazine. In that essay,
Grinnell neither mentioned Bierstadt
nor included a reproduction of The
Last of the Buffalo, but the opening
paragraphs effectively gloss the artist’s
monumental vision of an idealized past
conjured by the imagination:
On the floor, on either side of my fireplace,
lie two buffalo skulls. They are white and
weathered, the horns cracked and bleached
by the snows and frosts, and the rains and
heats of many winters and summers. Often
. . . I sit before the fire, and muse and dream
of the old days; and as I gaze at these relics
of the past, they take life before my eyes. The
matted brown hair again clothes the dry
bone, and in the empty orbits the wild eyes
gleam. Above me curves the blue arch; away
on every hand stretches the yellow prairie,
and scattered near and far are the dark
forms of buffalo. They dot the rolling hills,
quietly feeding like tame cattle, or lie at
ease on the slopes, chewing the cud and half
asleep. . . . Life, activity, excitement, mark
another memory as vivid as these. From
behind a near hill, mounted men ride out
and charge down toward the herd. For an
instant the buffalo pause to stare, and then
crowd together in a close throng, jostling and
pushing each other, a confused mass of horns,
hair, and hoofs. Heads down and tails in
the air, they rush away from their pursuers,
and as they race along herd joins herd, till
the black mass sweeping over the prairie
numbers thousands. On its skirts hover the
active, nimble horsemen, with twanging
bowstrings and sharp arrows piercing many
fat cows. The naked Indians cling to their
naked horses as if the two were parts of one
incomparable animal, and swing and yield
to every motion of their steeds with the grace
of perfect horsemanship. . . . [The] riders,
with the unconscious skill, grace, and power
of matchless archery, are drawing their
bows to the arrow’s head, and driving the
feathered shaft deep through the bodies of the
buffalo.32
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Beginning with the dream reverie—a set
piece of romantic writing—Grinnell’s
panoramic description contains many
of the elements depicted by Bierstadt
only a few years before, from an expansive “yellow prairie” to the “naked
Indians” skillfully hunting on horseback.
Grinnell’s reference to “driving the feathered shaft deep through the bodies of the
buffalo” even echoes the Wagnerian sense
of sexual ecstasy-in-death, or Liebestod,
figured in the painting’s foreground
intercourse between hunter and charging
prey. Such resonances aptly confirm the
imaginary quality of Bierstadt’s pictorial
reverie about the Old West.
But subsequent passages of Grinnell’s
text largely eschewed romantic clichés
to provide a more detailed and frankly
realistic assessment of the buffalo’s past,
present, and future. Citing scientific
studies and other firsthand statistical reports about surviving herds in
Yellowstone, Grinnell’s 1892 article in
Scribner’s offered a rationale for the
Forest and Stream media blitz that would
follow two years later. In effect, what
Bierstadt had treated with tragic-operatic
resignation, Grinnell turned into a
cogent realist argument for conservation,
emphasizing that “the last of the buffalo”
were not yet lost. His decision to publish
“The Butcher’s Work” in Forest and
Stream clearly partook of this realist,
political-activist, conservation-oriented
discourse even though its realism rested
on a deception. In an age of mechanical
reproduction, realism and deception
went hand in hand.33
Conclusion: “Fighting
for the reservation!”
Much as we might wish to applaud that
realist-activist discourse for protecting
buffalo from extinction at Yellowstone,
certain discomforting dilemmas cloud
the story of its historic success in
1894, at least in retrospect. Although
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Grinnell and his Boone and Crockett
allies managed to construct convincing political arguments in favor of
conservation, their arguments entailed
a rhetorical equation of white workingclass poachers with Native Americans
as twin renegades to be excluded from
a civilized and domesticated national
wilderness. Accordingly, “The Butcher’s
Work” wrought by Howell amounted
to a form of primitive savagery, akin to
acts of Native American terror associated with the Indian Wars. That such
a rhetorical equation should emerge
seems hardly accidental, for both Native
Americans and local white poachers had
continued to hunt in the park even after
the U.S. military took charge of the
region in 1886. The military’s presence as
governing authority at Yellowstone made
the semantic conflation of Indian and
criminal there more or less inevitable,
especially since two of the early soldiersuperintendents, Major Harris and
Captain Anderson, were veterans of the
Indian Wars. When those men joined the
Boone and Crockett Club about 1890
(along with two other prominent veteran
Indian fighters, Generals Sheridan and
Sherman), memories of those wars were
fresh in their minds.34
Captain Anderson in particular
viewed Howell as a kind of uncivilized
savage, resisting federal authority
like a hostile, unruly Indian. In his
1894 memoir about the Howell case,
Anderson described the poacher as a
“wanton” “marauder” who left “a cache
of six bison scalps” hanging from a tree
(one of several references the captain
made to Howell’s “scalps”). Terms like
“marauder” and “scalps” were routinely
associated with Native American acts
of violence against white settlers and
U.S. authorities during the nineteenth
century. Grinnell had used the title
“Indian Marauders” for one of several
articles in Forest and Stream in 1889,
calling attention to persistent Native
American hunting in Yellowstone—this
55

only a little more than a decade after
the Nez Perce War of 1877, in which
General Sherman led federal troops in
chasing several bands of Indians across
the new national park.35
The most notorious instance of marauding Indian violence during the nineteenth century, of course, had occurred
on June 25, 1876, when Sioux and
Cheyenne warriors led by Sitting Bull
and Crazy Horse defeated Lieutenant
Colonel George Armstrong Custer and
the Seventh Cavalry at the Battle of
the Little Bighorn. The hallowed site of
Custer’s famous “last stand” in Montana
was only 230 miles from Yellowstone’s
military headquarters at Mammoth Hot
Springs. As a young graduate student
naturalist exploring the West in 1874,
Grinnell had traveled through the Black
Hills with Custer, but he returned to
the East Coast before the colonel’s final
expedition in 1876. Grinnell’s later ethnographic publications on the Cheyenne
Indians referred to their important role
in the demise of Custer.36
Yellowstone’s proximity to the Little
Bighorn led photographer Frank Jay
Haynes to visit the battlefield on more
than one occasion, including a trip in
the summer of 1894, a few months
after the Howell poaching incident.
At the Little Bighorn, Haynes took a
series of pictures documenting “Where
Custer Fell” (fig. 19). Along with most
Americans of the period, Haynes and
Grinnell undoubtedly knew the famous
commercial photographs of human
and horse remains at the Little Bighorn
battlefield taken in 1879 by Stanley J.
Morrow. Like earlier images of dead
soldiers at Gettysburg and Antietam,
such photographs of the Little Bighorn
battlefield site functioned as mass relics,
sanctifying Custer’s final resting place.
Moreover, they established the “last
stand” as a generalized metaphor for
something or someplace of national
importance deserving conservation. In
1894, with the threat posed by Howell
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19 Frank Jay Haynes, Where Custer
Fell, June 25, 1876—Custer Battlefield, Montana, 1894. Montana
Historical Society, Helena
20 Jacob Riis, “Bandits’ Roost, 59 1/2
Mulberry Street.” From Jacob A.
Riis, How the Other Half Lives:
Studies among the Tenements of
New York (Charles Scribner’s
Sons, 1890), 51. Photo, University of Arizona Library, Tucson

and other poachers to the buffalo’s
survival, Yellowstone became such a
place as well.37
While some local newspapers in
Montana sympathized with Howell,
others decried him as a “nefarious” “outlaw” for stealing “scalps
and hides” and for being one of
the “scalp hunters” who had given
Yellowstone “a bad reputation as
a roost for poachers.” The latter
“roost” reference, from an issue of
the Livingston (Montana) Enterprise,
vividly illustrates the sense of semantic slippage and dissemination
under discussion here. It suggests a
timely, cosmopolitan awareness of
Jacob Riis’s photograph The Bandits’
Roost, 59 1/2 Mulberry Street, which
had circulated widely as a halftone
illustration in the reformer’s sensational 1890 exposé on urban crime
and tenement life, How the Other
Half Lives (fig. 20). For at least one
Montana newspaper writer, in other
words, poachers like Howell not
only threatened the buffalo with
56
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21 James Earle Fraser, Indian Head
Buffalo Nickel, designed 1911.
Silver. National Numismatic
Collection, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C.

extinction or called to mind the savagery
of scalping Indians; they seemed to be
turning Yellowstone into a crime-ridden
slum.38
Grinnell apparently did not invoke
“scalp” or “roost” as metaphors of
criminality, but his Forest and Stream editorials of 1894 included Howell among
“conscienceless head-hunters” and “lewd
fellows of the baser sort” that poached
wildlife at Yellowstone. In an 1893 letter
to Captain Anderson, Grinnell urged
the park superintendent to make a trip
back to Washington so that he could
“be on hand to fight the Park Battles” in
Congress. As Grinnell observed, “I should
like to think, when the battle is over, no
matter how it may go—whether for or
against us—that I had faithfully done
my part in fighting for the reservation!”
By casting Yellowstone as a “reservation,”
Grinnell performed another apposite
rhetorical substitution, akin to his poaching of pictures from earlier contexts.
Conceptually replacing one highly contested legal entity (the Indian reservation)
with another (Yellowstone), he elided
the former and privileged the latter as a
new focus of both federal protection and
national attention. Accordingly, in Forest
and Stream on March 24, 1894—in the
same issue of the magazine that broke
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the story of Howell’s crime—Grinnell
published an editorial expressing outrage
that “a wholesale slaughter has been
taking place among our buffalo preserved
in Yellowstone Park. . . . At this rate it
will not be long before the last shall have
been shot down.” For Grinnell, “our
buffalo” were emblems of a settled nation,
and their violation constituted a crime
against the United States. Shot with gun
and camera, then emblazoned on the
pages of Forest and Stream, those emblems
had become national icons facing a last
stand. Four years after the Wounded
Knee Massacre, when Minniconjou
Sioux and Lakota Indians faced their
own “last stand” of sorts at the hands of
Custer’s former regiment in the Dakota
Territory, Grinnell redirected the nation’s attention to a new vanishing race:
the buffalo. It would be another fifteen
years or so before the Indian and buffalo
would function as paired representatives
of American nationalism on either side
of James Earle Fraser’s nickel coin design
in 1911 (fig. 21), but the visual-rhetorical
process leading to that development was
well under way during the 1890s. The art
of conservation, harnessing the power of
the photograph and mechanical reproduction, had already become a national
discourse.39
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The author thanks Elizabeth Milroy, Marcy
Dinius, and Hunt Howell for reading an
earlier version of this text; the anonymous
readers of American Art for many helpful
suggestions; Delores Morrow for fielding questions about the photography collection of the Montana Historical Society;
Ilhan Citak at Lehigh University Library
for special help in providing images;
and the following National Park Service
staff at Yellowstone for their assistance:
Lee Whittlesey, park historian; Andrew
Washburn and Bridgette Guild, museum
technicians.
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